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Chapter 1 : Royal and noble ranks - Wikipedia
Shortly after her accession to the throne in , Queen Anne made Churchill the first Duke of Marlborough and granted him
the subsidiary title Marquess of Blandford. In , Churchill married Sarah Jennings (), a courtier and influential favourite of
the queen.

The 1st Duke of Marlborough The story of the first Duke of Marlborough and his wife is of interest to anyone
who studies British military history, royal political history, or the peerage. The first Duke of Marlborough was
a self-made man. He was an absolutely brilliant general who never lost a battle, and has been much compared
to Wellington. His early victories prompted Queen Anne to reward him with a dukedom in December His
glorious victory near the town of Blenheim in Bavaria induced Queen Anne to reward him with a palace at
government expense , which was to be called Blenheim. She was no meek stereotype of a wife, and theirs was
definitely a life-long, passionate love match. Anyway, about the title. The Marlboroughs had two sons. The
younger died while very young, and the elder was known by the courtesy title Baron Churchill from the age of
two, when his father was created Earl of Marlborough. In December , when his father was created Duke of
Marlborough and Marquess of Blandford, he became known as the Marquess of Blandford. He was attending
Cambridge that year, and while there, in February of , he caught smallpox and died. The Marlboroughs, of
course, were devastated. They had four daughters, but no surviving son. All they had worked for seemed
destined to slip into obscurity. The Act amended the letters patent so that, "failing the heirs male of his body,
[the titles and honours would pass] to Lady Harriet, his eldest daughter, wife of Francis Godolphin [later 2nd
Earl of Godolphin], and the heirs male of her body. Failing the heirs male of her body, then to her sister,
Elizabeth 3rd daughter , Countess of Bridgewater, and the heirs male of her body. Failing the heirs male of her
body, then to her sister, Mary 4th daughter , later Duchess of Montagu, and the heirs male of her body. After
an allowance for future daughters of the Duke and their heirs male, the titles will go to the first daughter of
Lady Harriet, and her heirs male; failing them, to the second daughter of Lady Harriet and her heirs male, etc.
The curious thing about this, in my opinion, is that the daughters of the Duke stand in the place of sons, and
are treated exactly like sons. But by the terms of the Act, the title did not pass to her eldest surviving daughter.
Instead, it passed to the eldest son of her sister, Anne, Lady Sunderland Anne having also predeceased
Henrietta. It has been in the direct male line ever since, passing from father to son. This is contrary to the way
that both the English monarchy and the ancient baronies work. In those, the female children of an elder son
inherit before the sons of a younger son. Thus Victoria inherited, even though she still had several paternal
uncles who were younger than her father. The Electorate of Hanover, however, passed to her eldest uncle -not, I think, because the Electorate absolutely could not be held by a woman -- but because their monarchy
went through every son and grandson of a monarch before it considered granddaughters. At any rate, the
Marlborough letters patent are amended so that they are unique. Explanation of Dates Following my post of
the above on the Heyer list, someone questioned the date of the death of the Marquess of Blandford, and here
is my response: Not to nitpick but I was recently Nitpick away! I got my dates from four sources: When
writing my post I actually only referenced the first book above, and did not fire up my database to
double-check what all the other sources say, which of course I should have done and I shall give myself 20
lashes with a wet noodle as penance for this lapse. The original peerage database actually said All my other
sources say But given the following mess, it is not surprising that a biographer would get confused and report
it as There are a couple of things going on here, I suspect. Between and , there is this little annoying problem
called "Old Style Dates. Before then, the official start date of the year was March So March 24, was followed
the next day by March 25, This is very weird to us in the 20th century. It results in confusion when talking
about dates between January 1st and March 24th within this range of years. It is further exacerbated by the fact
that well before the official change in of the new year from March 25th to January 1st, the "New Style" new
year was becoming increasing popular. Furthermore, because of the error of the Julian calendar there was a
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discrepancy between the actual dates in each calendar. February is given in Blenheim Revisited. Let me quote
it at length it is quite similar to the story told in your biography of Lady Masham: Thither, when smallpox
broke out at Cambridge, Godolphin bade the boy come to escape the epidemic. An apprehensive Sarah [the
Duchess] wanted the boy to come home, but Godolphin deemed Newmarket, with its bracing air, safer. In
January he took sick, and it was soon plain that he had smallpox in a most virulent form. John [the Duke]
remained behind, restless and -- as the boy grew constantly weaker -- more and more distressed. The father,
already overdue in the [battle]field, could not linger, and after making a new will, which had to be sent after
him to sign, he sailed early in March for Holland. It goes on to describe the great grief of both parents, and
their hope that even as they buried Blandford and John sailed for Holland that Sarah was pregnant with an heir
she was At that time, John was the Earl of Marlborough. Anne made him Captain General of the British
armies abroad, and on the fifth day of her reign she gave him the Order of the Garter. Her two married
daughters became Ladies of the Bedchamber. On May 4th England declared war on France, and John went to
Holland to take command of the forces and begin a campaign against France and the German principalities
who were its allies mostly the Catholic ones. His campaign of that summer of successfully expelled the French
from the Maas and the Lower Rhine although he considered it painfully inadequate and the Queen began
hinting that she wanted to give him a dukedom. The famous Battle of Blenheim did not occur until 13 August
So you might say it was an eventful year for the Marlboroughs. If you dispute a fact from these pages, please
contact me , and if you can, provide a contradicting source. These pages are a work in progress and I expect
them to change in the future, although what I present today is as accurate as I can make it.
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The flags flew at half mast at Blenheim Palace yesterday to mark the passing of the Duke of Marlborough, but will rise
again as his son, Jamie Blandford, inherits the estate.

Thomas Cantilupe , Bishop of Hereford and advisor to King Edward I , was allowed to live there briefly
during the s. In the estate was purchased by the nephew of Sir Francis Englefield , following the confiscation
of Englefield House and its estates in Splendid gardens were laid out, complete with the rarest of plants. The
book was ordered by the then Marquess of Blandford, but like many other items that he ordered or purchased,
it was never paid for. The gardens boasted a "chantilly garden" in the French style, a vineyard, a wilderness, a
cottage, a gothic chapel, botanical gardens full of the rarest plants, many of them new from the Americas, an
iron bridge, a stone bridge, an extensive sheep walk, an elm grove, an oak grove, a cedar seat, wychelms and
cedars, an ice house, several conservatories, greenhouses and heated basins. In the grounds, cast-iron or
wooden baskets filled with scarlet sage or the then exotic begonias were scattered throughout the lawns. There
were many, some garden-critics commented "too many" seats, covered seats, treillages and pavilions. After
the war, this area became home to the Region 6 War Room responsible for civil defence in south-central
England. The resulting nuclear bunker constructed in the s still stands in a little visited corner of the campus,
[5] although demolition had been proposed in the campus development plan. In the years after the second
World War some traces of the gardens of the Marquess of Blandford have been discovered. There were a few
old exotic trees and part of a fountain was found on a skip. The halls of residence Bridges, Childs, MacKinder,
Stenton, Windsor, and Wessex are all along Whiteknights Road and Upper Redlands Road sides of the
campus, with their own vehicular access off those roads and with only pedestrian access to the core of the
campus. The campus core is therefore only easily visible from outside in the area around the main entrance on
the Shinfield Road and the adjacent Elmhurst Road. The centre of the campus is bisected into two unequal
halves by a chain of lakes which are crossed by several pedestrian bridges but with no vehicular link. To the
west of the lakes can be found most of the academic departments, catering services, the university
administration and the students union. With the exception of a couple of surviving Victorian residences,
including Foxhill House, all of these are housed in purpose built buildings dating from the s to the s. To the
east of the lakes and surrounding conservation meadowland is the Earley Gate area of the campus. The
second-world war era buildings here house the Fine Art Department, the Department of Typography and
Graphic Communication, and various service functions. Although the campus is much closer to the centre of
Reading than it is to the town of Wokingham , the boundary between the unitary authorities of Reading and
Wokingham meanders across the campus in a rather unpredictable fashion. The campus is split about one third
to Reading, two thirds to Wokingham.
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--To Thomas Percy, D.D. from Oxford, on ancient minstrelsy --To the most noble the marquis of Blandford, after having
seen Blenheim house --To the author of Poems and translations from the Asiatic languages --Hero and Leander --Hinda;
an eastern elegy --The prospect of life: an ode --Verses written in the year --Verses intended as a.

Excluded for being born out of wedlock. B Barred to succeed if there are nearest male relative Other titles of
the Dukes[ edit ] Subsidiary titles[ edit ] The Duke holds subsidiary titles: The title of Earl of Marlborough,
created for John Churchill in , had previously been created for James Ley , in , becoming extinct in Emperor
Leopold I created him a Prince in , and in , his successor Emperor Joseph I gave him the principality of
Mindelheim once the lordship of the noted soldier Georg von Frundsberg. He was obliged to surrender
Mindelheim in by the Treaty of Utrecht , which returned it to Bavaria. Coats of arms[ edit ] Original arms of
the Churchill family[ edit ] The original arms of Sir Winston Churchill â€” , father of the 1st Duke of
Marlborough, were simple and in use by his own father in The shield was Sable a lion rampant Argent,
debruised by a bendlet Gules. The addition of a canton of Saint George see below rendered the distinguishing
mark of the bendlet unnecessary. This rare mark of royal favour took the form of a canton of Saint George. At
the same time, he was authorised to omit the bendlet, which had served the purpose of distinguishing this
branch of the Churchill family from others which bore an undifferenced lion. They were the mythical Griffin
part lion, part eagle and Wyvern a dragon without hind legs. The motto was Fiel pero desdichado Spanish for
"Faithful but unfortunate". Arms of the Spencer-Churchill family[ edit ] In , the 5th Duke received Royal
Licence to place the quarter of Churchill ahead of his paternal arms of Spencer. The Spencer crest is: This
incorporated the bearings from the standard of the Manor of Woodstock and was borne on an escutcheon,
displayed over all in the centre chief point, as follows: Argent a cross of Saint George surmounted by an
inescutcheon Azure, charged with three fleurs-de-lys Or, two over one. This inescutcheon represents the royal
arms of France. Charles II knighted Winston Churchill and other Civil War royalists but did not compensate
them for their wartime losses, thereby inducing Winston to adopt the motto. It is unusual for the motto of an
Englishman of the era to be in Spanish rather than Latin , and it is not known why this is the case. Earl of
Marlborough The earldom of Marlborough was held by the family of Ley from to James Ley , the 1st Earl c.
In he was created Baron Ley and in Earl of Marlborough. The 3rd earl was his grandson James â€” , a naval
officer who was killed in action with the Dutch. James was succeeded by his uncle William, a younger son of
the 1st earl, on whose death in the earldom became extinct. Lord Churchill of Eyemouth, in the county of
Berwick Scotland
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The Marquess of Blandford is facing more hot water after being accused of racially abusing a Sikh taxi driver who had
driven to collect him for an appearance at Coventry Crown Court Home U.K.

However, the Kings plans for the college were disrupted by the Wars of the Roses and resultant scarcity of
funds, and his eventual deposition. Little progress was made on the project until in Henry VII began to take an
interest in the college, the building of the colleges chapel, begun in , was finally finished in during the reign of
Henry VIII. Kings College Chapel is regarded as one of the greatest examples of late Gothic English
architecture and it has the worlds largest fan-vault, and the chapels stained-glass windows and wooden chancel
screen are considered some of the finest from their era. The building is seen as emblematic of Cambridge, the
chapels choir, composed of male students at Kings and choristers from the nearby Kings College School, is
one of the most accomplished and renowned in the world. Every year on Christmas Eve the Festival of Nine
Lessons and Carols is broadcast from the chapel to millions of listeners worldwide, on 12 February King
Henry VI issued letters patent founding a college at Cambridge for a rector and twelve poor scholars. This
college was to be named after Saint Nicholas, upon whose saint day Henry had been born, William Millington,
a fellow of Clare College was installed as the rector. Henry directed the publication of the colleges first
governing statutes in and his original modest plan for the college was abandoned, and provision was instead
made for community of seventy fellows and scholars headed by a provost. Henry had belatedly learned of
William of Wykehams twin foundation of New College, Oxford and Winchester College, the King had in fact
founded Eton College on 11 October , but up until Kings and Eton had been unconnected. However, that year
the relationship between the two was remodelled upon Wykehams successful institutions and the sizes of the
colleges scaled up to surpass Wykehams. A second royal charter which re-founded the now much larger Kings
College was issued on 12 July , members of Kings were to be recruited entirely from Eton. Membership of
Kings was a vocation for life, scholars were eligible for election to the fellowship after three years of
probation, irrespective of whether they had achieved a degree or not. In fact, undergraduates at Kings â€”
unlike those other colleges â€” did not even have to pass university examinations to achieve their BA degree.
The gateway and south range of Old Court had already been built, Henrys grand design for the new college
buildings survives in the Founders Will which describes his vision in detail. Behind the hall and buttery was to
be another courtyard, the first stone of the chapel was laid by the King on St James Day,25 July However,
within a decade Henrys engagement in the Wars of the Roses meant that funds began to dry up, work
proceeded sporadically until a generation later in when the Founders nephew Henry VII was prevailed upon to
finish the shell of the building. University of Cambridge â€” The University of Cambridge is a collegiate
public research university in Cambridge, England, often regarded as one of the most prestigious universities in
the world. Founded in and given royal status by King Henry III in , Cambridge is the second-oldest university
in the English-speaking world. The university grew out of an association of scholars who left the University of
Oxford after a dispute with the townspeople, the two ancient universities share many common features and are
often referred to jointly as Oxbridge. Cambridge is formed from a variety of institutions which include 31
constituent colleges, Cambridge University Press, a department of the university, is the worlds oldest
publishing house and the second-largest university press in the world. The university also operates eight
cultural and scientific museums, including the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridges libraries hold a total of
around 15 million books, eight million of which are in Cambridge University Library, a legal deposit library.
The university is linked with the development of the high-tech business cluster known as Silicon Fen. It is a
member of associations and forms part of the golden triangle of leading English universities and Cambridge
University Health Partners. As of , Cambridge is ranked the fourth best university by three ranking tables and
no other institution in the world ranks in the top 10 for as many subjects. Cambridge is consistently ranked as
the top university in the United Kingdom, the university has educated many notable alumni, including eminent
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mathematicians, scientists, politicians, lawyers, philosophers, writers, actors, and foreign Heads of State.
Ninety-five Nobel laureates, fifteen British prime ministers and ten Fields medalists have been affiliated with
Cambridge as students, faculty, by the late 12th century, the Cambridge region already had a scholarly and
ecclesiastical reputation, due to monks from the nearby bishopric church of Ely. The University of Oxford
went into suspension in protest, and most scholars moved to such as Paris, Reading. After the University of
Oxford reformed several years later, enough remained in Cambridge to form the nucleus of the new university.
A bull in from Pope Gregory IX gave graduates from Cambridge the right to teach everywhere in
Christendom, the colleges at the University of Cambridge were originally an incidental feature of the system.
No college is as old as the university itself, the colleges were endowed fellowships of scholars. There were
also institutions without endowments, called hostels, the hostels were gradually absorbed by the colleges over
the centuries, but they have left some indicators of their time, such as the name of Garret Hostel Lane. Hugh
Balsham, Bishop of Ely, founded Peterhouse, Cambridges first college, the most recently established college
is Robinson, built in the late s 3. It was not until the accession of Queen Anne in that Marlborough reached the
zenith of his powers and secured his fame and fortune. His marriage to the hot-tempered Sarah Jennings â€”
Annes intimate friend â€” ensured Marlboroughs rise, first to the Captain-Generalcy of British forces, but his
wifes stormy relationship with the Queen, and her subsequent dismissal from court, was central to his own
fall. Incurring Annes disfavour, and caught between Tory and Whig factions, Marlborough, who had brought
glory and success to Annes reign, was forced from office and went into self-imposed exile. He returned to
England and to influence under the House of Hanover with the accession of George I to the British throne in ,
Marlboroughs insatiable ambition made him the richest of all Annes subjects. His family connections wove
him into the fabric of European politics and his leadership of the allied armies consolidated Britains
emergence as a front-rank power. He successfully maintained unity among the allies, thereby demonstrating
his diplomatic skills, Churchill was the son of Sir Winston Churchill of Glanvilles Wootton in Dorset, by his
wife Elizabeth Drake, fourth daughter of Sir John Drake of Ash in the parish of Musbury in Devon. The
Churchill family are stated by the Devon historian William George Hoskins to have originated at the estate of
Churchill, in the parish of Broadclyst in Devon, although Winston had paid off the fine by , it had
impoverished him. From this episode may derive the Churchill family motto, Fiel Pero Desdichado, Winston
Churchill and his wife Elizabeth Drake had at least nine children, only five of whom survived infancy. The
eldest daughter, Arabella Churchill, was born on 28 February , John Churchill, the two younger sons were
George Churchill, an admiral in the Royal Navy, and Charles Churchill, a general who served on campaign in
Europe with his eldest brother John. His descendant and biographer the Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill,
asserted that the conditions at Ashe might well have aroused in his mind two prevailing impressions, first a
hatred of poverty. And secondly the need of hiding thoughts and feelings from those to whom their expression
would be repugnant, after the Restoration of King Charles II in his fathers fortunes took a turn for the better,
although he remained far from prosperous. Some months later John,15, joined her at court serving as page to
Annes husband, James, Duke of York, the Duke of Yorks passion for all things naval and military rubbed off
on young Churchill. Often accompanying the Duke inspecting the troops in the royal parks, on 14 September ,
he obtained a commission as Ensign in the Kings Own Company in the 1st Guards, later to become the
Grenadier Guards. That is unlikely, and even Sir Winston S. Churchill says There is, indeed, the known facts
are that he was commissioned Ensign in September , as above. By February , John Churchill was back in
London and duelling with Sir John Fenwick, but his liaisons with the insatiable temptress were indeed
dangerous. You are a rascal, said Charles, but I forgive you because you do it to get your bread 4. Sarah
Churchill, Duchess of Marlborough â€” Sarah Churchill, Duchess of Marlborough rose to be one of the most
influential women of her time through her close friendship with Queen Anne of Great Britain. Sarah enjoyed a
long and devoted relationship with her husband of more than 40 years, John Churchill, 1st Duke of
Marlborough. She acted as Annes agent after Annes father, James II, was deposed during the Glorious
Revolution, Sarah tirelessly campaigned on behalf of the Whigs, while also devoting much of her time to
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building projects such as Blenheim Palace. She died in at the age of eighty-four, a strong-willed woman who
liked to get her own way, Sarah tried the Queens patience whenever she disagreed with her on political, court
or church appointments. After her final break with Anne in , Sarah and her husband were dismissed from the
court, the money she inherited from the Marlborough trust left her one of the richest women in Europe. Sarah
Jennings was born on 5 June , probably at Holywell House, St Albans and her uncle was a prominent
naturalist. Richard Jennings came into contact with James, Duke of York, in , during negotiations for the
recovery of an estate in Kent that had been the property of his mother-in-law, Susan Lister. In late , when she
was only fifteen, she met John Churchill,10 years her senior. In , Sarahs brother Ralph died, and she and her
sister, Frances, became co-heirs of the Jennings estates in Hertfordshire and Kent. John chose Sarah over
Catherine Sedley, but both Johns and Sarahs families disapproved of the match, therefore they married
secretly in the winter of â€”78, John and Sarah were both Protestants in a predominantly Catholic court, a
circumstance that would influence their political allegiances. Although no date was recorded, the marriage was
announced only to the Duchess of York, when Sarah became pregnant, her marriage was announced publicly,
and she retired from the court to give birth to her first child, Harriet, who died in infancy. The Duke of York
returned to England after the tension had eased. The early reign of James II was relatively successful, it was
not expected that a Catholic king could control in a fiercely Protestant 5. On 1 May , under the Acts of Union,
two of her realms, the kingdoms of England and Scotland, united as a sovereign state known as Great Britain.
She continued to reign as Queen of Great Britain and Ireland until her death, Anne was born in the reign of her
uncle Charles II, who had no legitimate children. Her father, James, was first in line to the throne and his
suspected Roman Catholicism was unpopular in England, and on Charless instructions Anne was raised as an
Anglican. Although the sisters had been close, disagreements over Annes finances, status and choice of
acquaintances arose shortly after Marys accession, William and Mary had no children. After Marys death in ,
William continued as sole monarch until he was succeeded by Anne upon his death in , as queen, Anne
favoured moderate Tory politicians, who were more likely to share her Anglican religious views than their
opponents, the Whigs. The Whigs grew more powerful during the course of the War of the Spanish Succession
and her close friendship with Sarah Churchill, Duchess of Marlborough, turned sour as the result of political
differences. Anne was plagued by ill health throughout her life, from her thirties onwards, she grew
increasingly lame and obese. Despite seventeen pregnancies by her husband, Prince George of Denmark, she
died without any surviving children and was the last monarch of the House of Stuart. Anne was born at 11,39
p. The Duke and Duchess of York had eight children, but Anne, as a child, Anne suffered from an eye
condition, which manifested as excessive watering known as defluxion. For medical treatment, she was sent to
France, where she lived with her grandmother, Queen Henrietta Maria. Following her grandmothers death in ,
Anne lived with an aunt, Henrietta Anne, on the sudden death of her aunt in , Anne returned to England. Her
mother died the following year, as was traditional in the royal family, Anne and her sister were brought up
separated from their father in their own establishment at Richmond, London. On the instructions of Charles II,
they were raised as Protestants, placed in the care of Colonel Edward and Lady Frances Villiers, their
education was focused on the teachings of the Anglican church. Henry Compton, Bishop of London, was
appointed as Annes preceptor, around , Anne first made the acquaintance of Sarah Jennings, who later became
her close friend and one of her most influential advisors 6. Members of Britains Protestant political elite
increasingly suspected him of being pro-French and pro-Catholic and he was replaced by his eldest, Protestant
daughter Mary and her husband William of Orange. James made one attempt to recover his crowns from
William. After the defeat of the Jacobite forces by the Williamites at the Battle of the Boyne in July and he
lived out the rest of his life as a pretender at a court sponsored by his cousin and ally, King Louis XIV. James,
the surviving son of King Charles I and his wife. Later that same year, he was baptised by William Laud and
he was educated by private tutors, along with his brother, the future King Charles II, and the two sons of the
Duke of Buckingham, George and Francis Villiers. At the age of three, James was appointed Lord High
Admiral, the position was honorary, but would become a substantive office after the Restoration. When the
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city surrendered after the siege of Oxford in , in , he escaped from the Palace, aided by Joseph Bampfield, and
from there he went to The Hague in disguise. Although he was proclaimed King in Jersey, Charles was unable
to secure the crown of England and consequently fled to France, like his brother, James sought refuge in
France, serving in the French army under Turenne against the Fronde, and later against their Spanish allies. In
the French army James had his first true experience of battle where, according to one observer, he ventures
himself, in the meantime, Charles was attempting to reclaim his throne, but France, although hosting the
exiles, had allied itself with Oliver Cromwell. In , Charles turned instead to Spain â€” an enemy of France â€”
for support, in consequence, James was expelled from France and forced to leave Turennes army. James
quarrelled with his brother over the choice of Spain over France. In , the French and Spanish made peace,
James, doubtful of his brothers chances of regaining the throne, considered taking a Spanish offer to be an
admiral in their navy. Ultimately, he declined the position, by the year the situation in England had changed.
After Richard Cromwells resignation as Lord Protector in and the subsequent collapse of the Commonwealth
in , although James was the heir presumptive, it seemed unlikely that he would inherit the Crown, as Charles
was still a young man capable of fathering children 7. He had many roles, including that of Governor of Scilly.
He came from an ancient Cornish family, being the son of Sir Francis Godolphin, although he very seldom
addressed the House, and, when he did so, only in the briefest manner, he gradually acquired a reputation as its
chief if not its only financial authority. Charles appointed Godolphin envoy-extraordinary to Louis XIV in in
order to reassure the French King of Charless allegiance before Louis attacked the Dutch, Godolphin was with
Louis in the field during the Franco-Dutch War but was unimpressed with Louiss capabilities as a military
commander. In March he was appointed a member of the Privy Council, and in the September following he
was promoted, along with Viscount Hyde and the Earl of Sunderland, to the chief management of affairs. On
the accession of William, though he obtained the third seat at the treasury board. He retired in March , but,
was recalled in the following November, Godolphin was not only a Tory by inheritance, but was thought to
have a romantic admiration for the wife of James II. Though not technically a favourite with Queen Anne, he
was, after her accession, appointed to his old office, in he was also made a Knight of the Garter, and in
December he was created Viscount Rialton and Earl of Godolphin. Though a Tory, he had a share in the
intrigues which gradually led to the predominance of the Whigs in alliance with Marlborough. On 16 May
Godolphin married Margaret Blagge, daughter of Thomas Blagge and she died in childbirth in bearing his
only son, and Godolphin never remarried.
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George Spencer-Churchill, Marquess of Blandford (the son of Jamie Spencer-Churchill, 12th Duke of Marlborough and
his first wife, Rebecca Mary Few Brown) poses for a photograph on the final day of the Cartier International Dubai Polo
Challenge 10th edition at Desert Palm Hotel on in Dubai, UAE.

Fon , the regional and tribal leaders in Cameroon. Religious titles Caliph , was the ruler of the caliphate , an
Islamic title indicating the successor to Muhammad. Both a religious and a secular leader; the Caliph was the
secular head of the international Muslim community, as a nation. To claim the Caliphate was, theoretically, to
claim stewardship over Muslims on earth, under the sovereignty of Allah. This did not necessarily mean that
the Caliph was himself the supreme authority on Islamic law or theology; that still fell to the Ulema. Dalai
Lama , the highest authority in Tibetan or more specifically Gelug Buddhism and a symbol of the unification
of Tibet , said to belong to a line of reincarnations of the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. Among other incarnate
Tibetan lamas, the second highest Gelug prelate is the Panchen Lama. The chief of the rival Kagyu school of
Tibetan Buddhism is the Karmapa. Pope , derived from Latin and Italian papa, the familiar form of "father"
also " Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church and Vicar of Christ" ; once wielding substantial secular power
as the ruler of the Papal States and leader of Christendom , the Pope is also the absolute ruler of the sovereign
state Vatican City. Also the title of the leader of the Coptic Church. Saltigue , the high priests and priestesses
of the Serer people. They are the diviners in Serer religion. Other sovereigns, royalty, peers, and major
nobility[ edit ] Main articles: Royal family , Peerage , Nobility , and Imperial immediacy Several ranks were
widely used for more than a thousand years in Europe alone for both sovereign rulers and non-sovereigns.
Additional knowledge about the territory and historic period is required to know whether the rank holder was a
sovereign or non-sovereign. However, joint precedence among rank holders often greatly depended on
whether a rank holder was sovereign, whether of the same rank or not. Several of the following ranks were
commonly both sovereign and non-sovereign within the HRE. Outside of the HRE, the most common
sovereign rank of these below was that of Prince. Within the HRE, those holding the following ranks who
were also sovereigns had enjoyed what was known as an immediate relationship with the Emperor. Those
holding non-sovereign ranks held only a mediate relationship meaning that the civil hierarchy upwards was
mediated by one or more intermediaries between the rank holder and the Emperor. Titles Archduke , ruler of
an archduchy; used exclusively by the Habsburg dynasty and its junior branch of Habsburg-Lorraine which
ruled the Holy Roman Empire until , the Austrian Empire , and the Austro-Hungarian Empire for imperial
family members of the dynasty, each retaining it as a subsidiary title when founding sovereign cadet branches
by acquiring thrones under different titles e. Duke Herzog in German , ruler [a] of a duchy ; [b] also for junior
members of ducal and some grand ducal families Prince Prinz in German , junior members of a royal, grand
ducal, ruling ducal or princely, or mediatised family. Exceptional use of Prinz was permitted for some
morganatic families e. In particular, Crown prince Kronprinz in German was reserved for the heir apparent of
an emperor or king Ban , noble title used in several states in Central and Southeastern Europe between the 7th
century and the 20th century. Rais , is a used by the rulers of Arab states and South Asia. Yuvraj , is an Indian
title for crown prince, the heir apparent to the throne of an Indian notably Hindu kingdom Subahdar , is
normally appointed from the Mughal princes or the officers holding the highest mansabs. Regarding the titles
of Grand Duke, Duke and Prince: In all European countries, the sovereign Grand Duke or Grand Prince in
some eastern European languages is considered to be the third highest monarchic title in precedence, after
Emperor and King. A cadet prince Prinz who belongs to an imperial or royal dynasty, however, may outrank a
duke who is the cadet of a reigning house, e. The heir of the throne of a Grand Duchy is titled "Hereditary
Grand Duke", as soon as he reaches the full legal age majority. Children of a sovereign i. The heir apparent to
a ruling or mediatised title would usually prepend the prefix Erb- hereditary to his or her title, e. Minor
nobility, gentry, and other aristocracy[ edit ] Main articles: Aristocracy class and Gentry The distinction
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between the ranks of the major nobility listed above and the minor nobility, listed here, was not always a sharp
one in all nations. But the precedence of the ranks of a Baronet or a Knight is quite generally accepted for
where this distinction exists for most nations. Here the rank of Baronet ranking above a Knight is taken as the
highest rank among the ranks of the minor nobility or gentry that are listed below. Titles Baronet is a
hereditary title ranking below Baron but above Knight; this title is granted only in the British Isles and does
not confer nobility. Ritter in German lands is the equivalent. Jonkheer is an honorific for members of noble
Dutch families that never received a title. An untitled noblewoman is styled Jonkvrouw, though the wife of a
Jonkheer is a Mevrouw or, sometimes, Freule, which could also be used by daughters of the same. Junker is a
German noble honorific, meaning "young nobleman" or otherwise "young lord" Skartabel is a minor Polish
aristocrat. Scottish Baron is a hereditary feudal nobility dignity, outside the Scots peerage , recognised by
Lord Lyon as a member of the Scots noblesse and ranking below a Knight but above a Scottish Laird [15] [c]
in the British system. However, Scottish Barons on the European continent are considered and treated equal to
European barons. Laird is a Scottish hereditary feudal dignity ranking below a Scottish Baron but above an
Esquire Esquire is a rank of gentry originally derived from Squire and indicating the status of an attendant to a
knight, an apprentice knight, or a manorial lord; [16] it ranks below Knight or in Scotland below Laird but
above Gentleman [d] [e] Gentleman is the basic rank of gentry ranking below Esquire , historically primarily
associated with land; within British Commonwealth nations it is also roughly equivalent to some minor
nobility of some continental European nations [17] Bibi , means Miss in Urdu and is frequently used as a
respectful title for women in South Asia when added to the given name Lalla , is an Amazigh title of respect.
The title is a prefix to her given name or personal name , and is used by females usually of noble or royal
background. Sidi , is a masculine title of respect, meaning "my master" in Darija and Egyptian Arabic. In
Germany, the constitution of the Weimar Republic in ceased to accord privileges to members of dynastic and
noble families. Their titles henceforth became legal parts of the family name, and traditional forms of address
e. The last title was conferred on 12 November to Kurt von Klefeld. Thus, any reigning sovereign ranks higher
than any deposed or mediatized sovereign e. However, former holders of higher titles in extant monarchies
retained their relative rank, i. Members of a formerly sovereign or mediatized house rank higher than the
nobility. Among the nobility, those whose titles derive from the Holy Roman Empire rank higher than the
holder of an equivalent title granted by one of the German monarchs after In Austria, nobility titles may no
longer be used since Quite often, a Latin 3rd declension noun formed a distinctive feminine title by adding
-issa to its base, but usually the 3rd declension noun was used for both male and female nobles, except for
Imperator and Rex. See Royal and noble styles to learn how to address holders of these titles properly.
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Chapter 6 : George Spencer-Churchill, Marquess of Blandford | Revolvy
For years, Blenheim Palace, seat of the Dukes of Marlborough, has awed all visitors, even the grandest among them.
"We have nothing to equal this," King George III said with a gasp to.

He grew up, largely isolated from society, at the family home of Blenheim Palace and was educated privately
before attending Eton College and then Christ Church, Oxford, where his extravagant nature began to show.
He graduated with an honourary M. In , the Marquis had already became M. The following year, he married
Susan, second daughter of John Stewart, 7th Earl of Galloway, and together they had four sons and two
daughters. In though, they moved to the handsome Italianate mansion on the acre Whiteknights Park estate at
Earley , which the Marlborough trustees had recently purchased. The Marquis showered forth money, most of
which was borrowed, to make his new Berkshire seat one of the most remarkable in the country. He was well
known as a skilled and experienced botanist, and brought with him a number of unusual plants from a
collection he had started at Bill Hill. To this, he added rare specimens from around the World, including many
duplicates sent, by command of the King, from the Royal Garden. Pride of place went to a pearly-white wall
of magnolia, a hundred and forty feet long and twenty feet high. In , the authoress, Mary Russell Mitford,
wrote of her visit to the grounds that "there is a certain wood at Whiteknights, shut in with great boarded gates,
which nobody is allowed to enter. Perhaps this was because the cellar was stocked with wines, spirits and
cordials approaching a thousand dozen bottles! The rest of the building was like a private art gallery,
displaying paintings by most of the great masters. Its chief treasures, however, were kept in its World-famous
library. The Marquis was a bibliophile of the first order, and his exceptional collection of rare and valuable
books, particularly ancient mass books, included the Bedford Missal, executed for the Duke of Bedford during
his Regency of France in and given, by him, to his nephew, King Henry VI. In his professional life, the
Marquis was elected M. Unfortunately, in the , the Marquis fell under a cloud, due apparently to a series of
scandals as well as his abandoned extravagance. Miss Mitford referred to him as "that notable fool"; but his
brother-in-law, the Rev. In October , the contents of Whiteknights House were seized and put up for auction.
Everyone surged forward to obtain a glimpse of the book that had cost so much and "hats off" was ordered.
Yet it fetched only the comparatively low figure of guineas. Miss Mitford recalls that the newly succeeded
Duke of Marlborough lost everything except "by an admirable trick of legerdemain," the Bedford Missal. One
hundred pairs of shoes and two hundred pairs of leather breeches were taken for the settlement of bills! As
were many paintings. Others were sold for ridiculously low amounts because the ignorant Reading auctioneer
did not appreciate their real value. Sir Francis Cholmeley laid a claim to the ruined Whiteknights estate and,
after long and drawn-out litigation, was successful in taking possession in Estranged from his wife, the
impoverished Duke was obliged to retire Blenheim Palace, where he lived the last years of his life with
mistress, Lady Mary Anne Sturt, with whom a had six children. He died there, surrounded by bailiffs
disguised as footmen, only one day after completing his 74th year in
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Chapter 7 : James Spencer-Churchill, 12th Duke of Marlborough | Revolvy
jamie blandford - Marquess of Blandford Charles James Spencer-Churchill, 12th Duke of Marlborough (born 24
November ), styled the Marquess of Blandford until and known as Jamie Blandford, is a British aristocrat and the present
Duke of Marlborough.

It is the residence of the Dukes of Marlborough. Designed in the rare, and short-lived, English Baroque style
and it is unique in its combined use as a family home, mausoleum and national monument. The palace is
notable as the birthplace and ancestral home of Sir Winston Churchill. At the end of the 19th century, the
palace was saved from ruin by funds gained from the 9th Duke of Marlboroughs marriage to American
railroad heiress Consuelo Vanderbilt, the exterior of the palace remains in good repair. John Churchill was
born in Devon, although his family had aristocratic relations, it belonged to the minor gentry rather than the
upper echelons of 17th-century society. In , Churchill married Sarah Jennings, and in April that year, in May,
Churchill was appointed the temporary rank of Brigadier-General of Foot, but the possibility of a continental
campaign was eliminated with the Treaty of Nijmegen. When William, Prince of Orange, invaded England in
November , Churchill, accompanied by some officers and men, when the King saw he could not even keep
Churchillâ€”for so long his loyal and intimate servantâ€”he fled to France. As part of William IIIs coronation
honours Churchill was created Earl of Marlborough, sworn to the Privy Council, during the War of the
Spanish Succession Churchill gained a reputation as a capable military commander, and in he was elevated to
the dukedom of Marlborough. During the war he won series of victories, including the Battle of Blenheim, the
Battle of Ramillies, the Battle of Oudenarde, and this flag is displayed by the Monarch on a 17th-century
French writing table in Windsor Castle. Marlboroughs wife was by all accounts a cantankerous woman,
though capable of great charm, the relationship between Queen and Duchess later became strained and
fraught, and following their final quarrel in , the money for the construction of Blenheim ceased. For political
reasons the Marlboroughs went into exile on the Continent until they returned the day after the Queens death
on 1 August , legend has obscured the manors origins. King Henry I enclosed the park to contain the deer,
Henry II housed his mistress Rosamund Clifford there in a bower and labyrinth, a spring in which she is said
to have bathed remains, named after her. The Duchess, as so often in her disputes with her architect, won the
day, the architect selected for the ambitious project was a controversial one 2. Spencer family â€” The Spencer
family is one of Britains preeminent aristocratic families. Over time, several members have been made
knights, baronets. Hereditary titles held by the Spencers include the dukedom of Marlborough, the earldoms of
Sunderland and Spencer, two prominent members of the family during the 20th century were Sir Winston
Churchill and Diana, Princess of Wales. The family is descended in the line from Henry Spencer. In the 16th
century they claimed that Henry was a descendant of the branch of the ancient House Le Despencer. Citing
Round, The Complete Peerage dismissed the alleged Despencer descent as an elaborate imposture which is
now incapable of deceiving the most credulous, of course, the heirs to the Prince of Wales, Princes William
and Harry are half Spencers. A close relative of Henry Spencer was John Spencer, who in had become feoffee
of Wormleighton in Warwickshire and a tenant at Althorp in Northamptonshire in His nephew, Sir John
Spencer, first made a living by trading in livestock and other commodities, Wormleighton was bought in , the
manor house was completed in In , Spencer also purchased the estate of Althorp with its moated house and he
had grazed sheep here from the s. Impressed by the quality of the land, he bought it. At that time, his estate
and mansion in Warwickshire were considerably larger, in he made further purchases to acquire the villages of
Little Brington and Great Brington as well their parish church of St Mary the Virgin, from Thomas Grey, 2nd
Marquess of Dorset. By putting down roots at Althorp, Spencer provided what was to become a home for the
next 19 generations, in he was knighted by King Henry VIII, died three years later and was buried in the new
family chapel at Great Brington. During the reign of King James I he was reputed to be the richest man in
England, Lord Spencer then instantly replied, When my ancestors as you say were keeping sheep, your
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ancestors were plotting treason 3. It is currently the party, having won a majority of seats in the House of
Commons at the general election. The partys leader, Theresa May, is serving as Prime Minister. It is the
largest party in government with 8, councillors. The Conservative Party is one of the two major political
parties in the United Kingdom, the other being its modern rival. The Conservative Partys platform involves
support for market capitalism, free enterprise, fiscal conservatism, a strong national defence, deregulation. In
the s, the Liberal vote greatly diminished and the Labour Party became the Conservatives main rivals,
Conservative Prime Ministers led governments for 57 years of the twentieth century, including Winston
Churchill and Margaret Thatcher. Thatchers tenure led to wide-ranging economic liberalisation, the
Conservative Partys domination of British politics throughout the twentieth century has led to them being
referred to as one of the most successful political parties in the Western world. The party is the second-largest
in the Scottish Parliament and the second-largest in the Welsh Assembly, the party is also organised in the
British Overseas Territory of Gibraltar. After Pitts death the term Tory came into use and this was an allusion
to the Tories, a political grouping that had existed from , but which had no organisational continuity with the
Pittite party. From about on the name Tory was commonly used for the newer party, the term Conservative
was suggested as a title for the party by a magazine article by J. Wilson Croker in the Quarterly Review in
The name immediately caught on and was adopted under the aegis of Sir Robert Peel around Peel is
acknowledged as the founder of the Conservative Party, which he created with the announcement of the
Tamworth Manifesto, the term Conservative Party rather than Tory was the dominant usage by Its MPs took
the Conservative whip at Westminster, and in essence formed the Irish wing of the party until The
Conservatives served with the Liberals in an all-party coalition government during World War I, keohane
finds that the Conservatives were bitterly divided before , especially on the issue of Irish Unionism and the
experience of three consecutive election losses 4. Churchill was also an officer in the British Army, a
historian. He won the Nobel Prize in Literature in for his overall, in , he was the first of only eight people to be
made an honorary citizen of the United States. Churchill was born into the family of the Dukes of
Marlborough and his father, Lord Randolph Churchill, was a charismatic politician who served as Chancellor
of the Exchequer, his mother, Jennie Jerome, was an American socialite. He gained fame as a war
correspondent and wrote books about his campaigns, at the forefront of politics for fifty years, he held many
political and cabinet positions. He then briefly resumed active service on the Western Front as commander of
the 6th Battalion of the Royal Scots Fusiliers. After the Conservative Party suffered a defeat in the general
election. He publicly warned of an Iron Curtain of Soviet influence in Europe, after winning the election,
Churchill again became Prime Minister. His second term was preoccupied by foreign affairs, including the
Malayan Emergency, Mau Mau Uprising, Korean War, domestically his government laid great emphasis on
house-building. Churchill suffered a stroke in and retired as Prime Minister in Upon his death aged ninety in ,
Elizabeth II granted him the honour of a state funeral and his highly complex legacy continues to stimulate
intense debate amongst writers and historians. Born into the family of the Dukes of Marlborough, a branch of
the noble Spencer family, Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill, like his father. His ancestor George Spencer
had changed his surname to Spencer-Churchill in when he became Duke of Marlborough, to highlight his
descent from John Churchill, Churchill was born on 30 November , two months prematurely, in a bedroom in
Blenheim Palace, Woodstock, Oxfordshire. From age two to six, he lived in Dublin, where his grandfather had
been appointed Viceroy, Churchills brother, John Strange Spencer-Churchill, was born during this time in
Ireland 5. There is some evidence that there has been a school on the site since , Harrow is one of the original
nine public schools that were regulated by the Public Schools Act It remains one of four all-boys,
full-boarding schools in Britain, harrows uniform includes straw hats, morning suits, top hats and canes. In the
original charter, six governors were named, including two members of the Gerard family of Flambards, and
two members of the Page family of Wembley and Sudbury Court. It was only after the death of Lyons wife in
that the construction of the first school building began and it was completed in and remains to this day,
however it is now much larger. Lyon died in , leaving his assets to two causes, the lesser was the School, and
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by far the greater beneficiary was the maintenance of a road to London,10 miles away. The school owned and
maintained road for many years following Lyons death. At first the subject taught was Latin, and the only
sport was archery. Both subjects were compulsory, archery was dropped in , although most boys were taught
for free, their tuition paid for by Lyons endowment, there were a number of fee-paying foreigners. It was their
presence that amplified the need for boarding facilities, by for every local there were two foreign pupils, these
generated funds for the School as fees increased. It is now known as The John Lyon School and is a prominent
independent school and it maintains close links with Harrow. The majority of the boarding houses were
constructed in Victorian times. The 20th century saw the innovation of a dining hall. Presently there are about
boys boarding at Harrow, according to a article, the school has expanded overseas, opening additional schools
in Beijing, China, Shanghai, China, Bangkok, Thailand, and New Territories, Hong Kong. Boys at Harrow
have two uniforms, the photograph was placed on the front cover of the News Chronicle the next morning
under the tagline Every picture tells a story. The picture was reproduced in other national publications and
became 6. Concerned by the lack of government support for education, Robert Jeffreys-Brown addressed the
meeting on The Advantages of a Specific Education for Agricultural Pursuits, a prospectus was circulated, a
general committee was appointed and Earl Bathurst was elected President. Funds were raised by subscription,
much of the support came from the wealthy landowners and farmers of the day. The first 25 students were
admitted to the College in September , queen Victoria granted a Royal Charter to the College in and
sovereigns have been patrons ever since, visiting the College in every reign. His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales became President in , the College gained full university status in and changed its name accordingly.
Harnhill Manor Farm was purchased in and consists of around hectares of land, the farm was managed
organically for many years but all the land apart from the outdoor-pig unit was taken out of organic
management. The farm carries a sow outdoor pig herd, managed as a joint venture with a business partner,
arable cropping is rotated with forage crops grown to support the livestock enterprises. The university also
uses numerous farms including a dairy enterprise at nearby Kemble Farms, the RAU also uses numerous
estates and businesses, both locally and further afield, for visits and practical exercises. The RAU is one of just
three remaining British universities that maintains their own beagle pack, founded in , the RAC Beagles is run
by the students, who whip in and hunt the hounds, and until the ban, hunted hares in the countryside around
Cirencester. In the REF, the university came 29th and last in the UK for Agriculture, some of the staff have
been evaluated in the Research Assessment Exercise which recognised the importance of their research at
national and, to a lesser extent, international levels. The university library holds around 40, print volumes,
nearly 1, current journal subscriptions, more than 40, e-books and a growing number of full-text databases.
The library also holds the RAU archive, a collection of documents relating to the institution since its
foundation, james Buckman was professor of geology, botany, and zoology from to Custance was professor
of science in the late s 7. Its sister paper The Mail on Sunday was launched in , Scottish and Irish editions of
the daily paper were launched in and respectively. A survey in found the age of its reader was It had a daily
circulation of 1,, copies in November Its website has more than million unique visitors per month, the Daily
Mail has been accused of racism, and printing sensationalist and inaccurate scare stories of science and
medical research. The Mail was originally a broadsheet but switched to a format on 3 May On this date it
absorbed the Daily Sketch, which had been published as a tabloid by the same company. The publisher of the
Mail, the Daily Mail and General Trust, is currently a FTSE company, the paper has a circulation of around
two million, which is the fourth largest circulation of any English-language daily newspaper in the world.
Circulation figures according to the Audit Bureau of Circulations in March show gross daily sales of 1,, for the
Daily Mail. It cost a halfpenny at a time when other London dailies cost one penny, and was more populist in
tone and more concise in its coverage than its rivals. The planned issue was , copies but the print run on the
first day was ,, Lord Salisbury, 19th-century Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, dismissed the Daily Mail
as a newspaper produced by office boys for office boys. By , at the end of the Boer Wars, the circulation was
over a million, from the beginning, the Mail also set out to entertain its readers with human interest stories,
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serials, features and competitions. In the Daily Mail began printing simultaneously in both Manchester and
London, the first national newspaper to do so, the same production method was adopted in by the Daily
Sketch, in by the Daily Express and eventually by virtually all the other national newspapers. Printing of the
Scottish Daily Mail was switched from Edinburgh to the Deansgate plant in Manchester in and, for a while, in
, printing at Deansgate ended and the northern editions were thereafter printed at other Associated Newspapers
plants. Before the outbreak of World War I, the paper was accused of warmongering when it reported that
Germany was planning to crush the British Empire 8. Sometimes associated with Saint George, the saint, often
depicted as a crusader from the late Middle Ages, the cross has appeared on many flags, emblems, standards.
Its first documented use was as the ensign of the Republic of Genoa, the cross is also found, for various
reasons, on the provincial flags of Huesca, Zaragoza, and Teruel and Barcelona. In Northern Ireland the cross
appears on the flag of the loyalist paramilitary group the Ulster Volunteer Force, Saint George became widely
venerated as a warrior saint during the Third Crusade. There was a legend that he had miraculously assisted
Godfrey of Bouillon, however, there was no association of the red cross with St George before the end of the
crusades.
Chapter 8 : Duke of Marlborough's death announced by Blenheim Palace - BBC News
After Marlborough's death, Sarahcompleted Blenheim herself -- and she hated Blenheim, so she built herself a
townhouse, Marlborough House, which later reverted to the crown and was the residence of the Prince of Wales during
Victoria's reign.

Chapter 9 : RBH Biography: George Spencer-Churchill, Duke of Marlborough ()
The Marquess of Blandford, the troubled aristocrat who was born to be master of the largest private house in Britain, is
starting a six-month prison sentence today for motoring offences.
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